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Youth Firearms Safety Program Awards Day

Robert and Krista Quesnel did another amazing job running 
the 2024 Youth Firearms Safety Program. This year’s 
program might just have been the best ever. The BPSA 
clubhouse was packed to capacity with participants along 
with Moms and Dads and volunteers. The instruction was 
first rate. Other jobs included keeping track of the scores 
and getting prizes for everyone. Smiles were evident all 

around the room. Great job Rob and Krista and this year they 
added additional interest by bringing in a terrific display of 
taxidermy including a “talking deer”.
Many thanks as well to the 10 volunteer safety officers that 
provided one on one instruction and mentoring over the six 
week program.
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Robert and Krista Quesnel did another amazing job running the Youth Firearms Safety Program. The instruction was superb. 
Keeping track of the scores and getting prizes for everyone. Smiles all around the room. Good job Rob and Kritsa. 
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Special thanks to all the Range Safety Officers who put in so many hours mentoring the young shooters.
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Children and thier parents got a tour of the hatchy by Al Hunter as well.
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Draw Prizes winners. The camo clothing is a little large. 
But they will grow.

Overall Safety Award go to Wyatt Zwanbag.
Top Shooter goes to Jake Craddock
Top Novelty Shooter goes to Emmy Craddock.

Most Improved Shooter goes to Quinton Zeehuisen.

Thanks to Krista 
Quesnel, Jane 
Thibideau, Al Hunter 
and everyone who 
scored targets for 
Acuracy and Safety.
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Sunday, March 10th. marked the end of the 2024 Ladies 
Sunday Night Shooting Program. There was a large turnout 
and as in other years shooters arrived keen to try their hand 
at handgun shooting on the last night. Participants were 
offered the choice of firearms and 100% opted to checkout 
semiautomatic pistols, single action and double action 
revolvers.
The previous five weeks involved shooting a number of 
models of different .22 rifles. Scores ran from very good 
to great with the top score for the season being 99/100. 
Congratulations all!! If you ever wondered whether the 
ladies were enjoying the shooting and camaraderie check 
out the photos. Several of the Ladies have also been 
enjoying the new BPSA rifle program where shooters can 
compete against other rifle shooters or simply just shoot for 
enjoyment. (firearms are available at the club or bring your 
own)
This year as part of the windup the Ladies feasted on Pizza 
and pastry treats following the shooting but several stayed 
late after pizza and continued shooting.
Many thanks go out to Patricia, Frank, Carl, Deborah, Al and 
the seasoned shooters that help provide tips, support and 
guidance to our new shooters and make the 2024 season 
the best yet.

Ladies Sunday Night Shooting Program Finale
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For more information on the BPSA shooting 
programs, check out our website or contact the 
BPSA at bpsportsmen@gmail.com

by Al Hunter

Archery: Check out our website for start-up 
information regarding the popular seasonal 
BPSA Archery Program or contact Brenda 
at bpsportsmen@gmail.com for additional 
information.


